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SOVIET MILITARY OBJECTIVES IN THE ARCTIC THEATER AND HOW THEY MIGHT BE ATTAINED
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ABSTRACT

This memorandum lays out a plausible Soviet approach to the problem of securing control of the Arctic Ocean theater of military action (TVD) during a war fought entirely with conventional weapons. In so doing, the memorandum focuses primarily on the strategic aspects of the problem, highlighting those aspects of the Soviet solution to it that by most conventional reckonings may seem unorthodox, but which effectively compensate for some of the Soviet Navy's main weaknesses.
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The first recorded Arctic explorers reached the Kola Peninsula in the ninth century, and Russian fur traders were plying the Barents and White Seas by the 11th century. But the region's inhospitable climate precluded its becoming a significant theater of war until our own century, almost a millennium later—and even then neither world war saw the fighting extend over more than a fraction of its area, or have a radical effect on the situation in other theaters.

Several postwar developments, however, have ensured that the Arctic theater will occupy center stage in any future world conflict. The nuclear submarine, for one thing, has eliminated the Arctic icecap as a barrier to the strategic mobility of the superpower navies, permitting the side that controls the theater to exploit its central position between the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. The intercontinental bomber and intercontinental ballistic missile, for another, have made the Arctic region practicable as the shortest line of approach from one superpower to the other. Third, the submarine-launched ICBM has enabled one of the superpowers to deploy its strategic submarines in the theater, thousands of miles closer to home, where it can more readily be protected from the other superpower's efforts to destroy it. Finally, the general-purpose forces and the infrastructure that support this strategic reserve are also located in the Arctic theater. It should not surprise us, then, that the Soviets speak of the region's "exceptionally important military-strategic position."2

From these considerations it is apparent that the Soviet Armed Forces must carry out at least four tasks in the Arctic theater. First, they must seize control of the lines of communication linking the Arctic Basin with the North Atlantic on the one hand and the North Pacific on the other. Such control will enable Soviet Northern Fleet and Pacific Fleet nuclear submarines to reinforce each other without interference along interior lines of operations, and compel U.S. Atlantic Fleet and Pacific Fleet submarines to travel to the Southern Hemisphere before they can reach each other's likely wartime operating areas in the Northern Hemisphere. Second, they must intercept and destroy whatever aerial threats to the homeland appear over the Arctic horizon. In a conventional war, this means primarily air-launched (and perhaps also submarine-launched) cruise missiles; in a nuclear war, it means ballistic missiles as well. Third, they must provide for the security of the sea-based component of their strategic nuclear arsenal, which would remain fair game for enemy antisubmarine forces even in a conventional war (unlike its
land-based counterpart, which is accessible only to "silo-busting" nuclear missiles). And last—but by no means least—they must ensure the safety of the forces and infrastructure that support this strategic reserve.

For a theoretical foundation for its plans to carry out these missions, the Soviet Navy has revived the concept of command of the sea (gospodstvo na more), which the authoritative Military Encyclopedic Dictionary defines as "decisive superiority...in a sea or ocean theater of military action [Teatr voennykh deystviy, or TVD] (or part thereof) that assures the Navy of favorable conditions for its execution of basic combat tasks." This concept had been one of the casualties of the early nuclear age: according to the General Staff Academy's 1965 Dictionary of Basic Military Terms, the term "command of the sea" had passed out of use in the Soviet Armed Forces. Among the arguments used to reject the concept, Admiral Gorshkov tells us, was "the assertion that...hostilities had become short and decisive." After all, what should the Soviet Navy be doing in a nuclear war—"destroying the enemy, or trying to gain command of the sea and exposing itself to the risk of being destroyed before it can achieve its goals?"

But by the dawn of the 1970s, the Soviets had lost their certainty that a nuclear war would be "short and decisive": on the contrary, it might last well beyond the initial nuclear exchange. And by the end of the decade, they had begun to prepare for the possibility that escalation to nuclear war might be avoided altogether, even in a conflict directly involving NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Today, most analysts agree, the Soviets hope to fight a war between the coalitions conventionally, from start to finish, neither moving themselves to escalate the conflict, nor giving the other side cause to do likewise.

The remainder of this memorandum will lay out a plausible Soviet approach to the problem of securing command of the sea in the Arctic Ocean TVD during a general war fought entirely with conventional weapons. In so doing, the memorandum focuses primarily on the strategic aspects of the problem, highlighting those features of the Soviet solution to it that by most conventional reckonings may seem unorthodox, but which effectively compensate for some of the Soviet Navy's main weaknesses. There is no hard evidence, to be sure, for the scenario that follows. Nevertheless, it is consistent not only with sound military logic, but also with what Soviet military writings tell us about Soviet military thinking.
The purpose of this analysis is to suggest alternatives to some of the conventional wisdoms about Soviet strategy in the Arctic region—notions that may prove dangerous "when push comes to shove." The danger of such notions often lies in their very popularity, whatever their worth by any other yardstick; for it is precisely their ubiquity that will best inform the quest of an alert and crafty opponent for the unexpected in wartime. For this reason, Frederick the Great's advice to his generals remains as pertinent today as it was nearly two and a half centuries ago:

Skepticism is the mother of security.... One falls into a feeling of security...through...lack of calculation concerning the intentions of the enemy. To proceed properly it is necessary to put oneself in his place and say: What would I do if I were the enemy? What project would I form? Make as many as possible of these projects, and above all reflect on the means to avert them.9

If this paper stimulates discussion of such alternative "projects," it will have served its purpose.
The boundaries of the Arctic TVD coincide with those of the Arctic Ocean as defined by the Soviet Ministry of Defense, but extend well beyond those conventionally accepted in the West. As figure 1 shows, the Soviet-defined boundaries circumscribe not only the central Arctic Basin but also the Norwegian Sea, Greenland Sea, Baffin Bay, and even the Hudson Bay—which in most Western accounts are treated either as marginal seas of the Atlantic Ocean or, in the case of the Hudson Bay, as internal Canadian waters. More important, however, these boundaries show that the Soviets think of the Arctic TVD as an enclosed theater, access to which is controlled by a handful of relatively narrow passages whose combined width accounts for only a fraction (about 6 percent) of the theater’s perimeter. As will become evident later, this outlook has conditioned Soviet thinking about the problems of gaining command of the sea in a number of significant ways.

FIG. 1: ARCTIC OCEAN BOUNDARIES
BASIC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE EFFORT

When the West thinks of command of the sea, it tends to conceive of it almost exclusively in terms of what naval forces do on the water. Although the West readily grasps how events at sea can affect the situation ashore, it does not often fully appreciate the reverse. To the Soviets, however, the outcome of events ashore is of crucial importance in winning command of the sea, and dictates the coordinated involvement of the other Armed Services in the effort. "The experience of the Great War for the Fatherland," writes Gorshkov in *Sea Power of the State*,

showed that successful action by ground [forces]...and their capture of new coastal areas also contribute to winning command of the sea. An example of this was [our] attainment and consolidation of command of the sea...in the Black, Baltic, and Barents Seas as a result of operations carried out by ground forces jointly with the fleets. [Similarly,] the German [high] command sought mastery of the Black and Baltic Seas by capturing the Soviet Navy's bases from land.... From this we may conclude that gaining command of the sea depends both on the Navy's execution of the basic tasks assigned it, as well as on the overall course of the armed conflict as a whole.\(^\text{11}\)

This statement has been echoed by representatives of the other armed services, and therefore should not be dismissed as a case of special pleading by the Soviet Navy. "In the years of the Great War for the Fatherland the spheres of action of the Armed Services tended to overlap," according to one of the Deputy Chiefs of the Frunze Academy, which trains Ground Forces officers. "Thus, the task of attaining command of the sea was then accomplished not just through the efforts of the fleets, but also through the implementation of a system of measures by the Ground Forces and the Air Forces."\(^\text{12}\)

Success in attaining command of the sea will also depend on the outcome of the contest for superiority in the air, or "command of the air." For reasons that are as yet unclear, the two concepts—command of the sea and command of the air—become firmly associated only in the late 1970s, when Soviet naval theorists began to assert that the former was "unthinkable" without the latter.\(^\text{13}\) While the entry for "command of the sea" in volume 2 of the *Soviet Military Encyclopedia* (signed to press on 20 July 1976) contains no reference to command of the air, the new *Military Encyclopedic Dictionary* (signed to press in January 1983) states flatly that "command of the sea simultaneously calls for command of the air."\(^\text{14}\)
Finally, the effort to win command of the sea must begin at the outset of hostilities, relying on preemptive action that exploits groundwork already laid in peacetime.

The experience of centuries of warfare shows that in some regions of ocean and sea theaters of military action [command of the sea] may devolve historically on one coalition of sea powers or even on one country, and be recognized by the opposing side and taken into account by the latter in planning and conducting its own combat actions. In the main [this applies to] internal or marginal seas.

In other regions the groundwork for gaining command [of the sea] can be laid in advance.... At the outset of hostilities the side that has established those conditions gains command [of the sea] at the necessary moment and exploits this circumstance to perform subsequent tasks successfully.\(^{15}\)

Specifically, this groundwork may involve "creating task forces and distributing them in the theater so as to assure them superiority of position" when the war begins;\(^{16}\) "positioning bases, airfields, command posts, and the elements of a surveillance, communications, and early warning system in the theater in an operationally advantageous way;"\(^{17}\) or "preparing straits and narrows zones in order at the outset of hostilities to prevent enemy surface ships and submarines from passing through."\(^{18}\)

**GAINING MASTERY OF THE THEATER**

As this mention of straits and narrows suggests (and as the *Military Encyclopedic Dictionary*’s entry for “Gaining Command of the Sea” confirms\(^{19}\)) the choke points controlling access to, and egress from, the Arctic TVD will play a central part in any Soviet effort to gain control of the theater.

One of the most popular, and most ill-considered, conventional wisdoms about the Soviet Navy is that the handful of straits and narrows lying athwart its path to the open ocean have somehow condemned it to an inferior geostategic position.\(^{20}\) That may have been true in the day of Peter the Great, when the challenge of wresting these choke points from foreign control was beyond the capabilities of the sailing navies and foot-marching armies of the time. On several occasions, indeed, the Russian navy was the victim of blockades aimed at bottling it up in its home-water areas.
Today, however, when the operational and strategic mobility of armed forces is measured in bounds spanning countries, not counties, the gateways to the Arctic TVD have become the maritime equivalent of defiles in land warfare—natural defensive positions, the key not only to the Soviet Navy's mastery of the seas behind them, but also to the ability of its nuclear submarine force to exploit the theater's central position in the Northern Hemisphere.* This might be one of the factors accounting for the keen interest Soviet military writers have shown in the role of straits and narrows in the history of maritime warfare. "The control of straits and straits zones," according to G. Morozov and B. Krivinskiy, "enables naval forces to maneuver rapidly between theaters, and to interdict the movement of [enemy]...ships to other areas of a sea or ocean TVD." For example, after seizing Greece and Crete in 1941 "the Germans established control over the straits joining the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas.... As a result the Aegean became inaccessible to the Allied fleet. Using the airfields and naval bases on Crete and on other islands of the Southern Aegean Sea, the Axis armed forces succeeded in paralyzing the communications of their opponent in the Eastern Mediterranean to a considerable degree." Similarly, "Germany's occupation in April 1940 of Denmark and Norway assured her of nearly complete control of the Baltic Straits zone. This enabled the Wehrmacht to cut the British Navy off from the Baltic (into which, for the first time in the history of war, not even its submarines could penetrate) as well as to "improve conditions for the deployment of German naval forces into the Atlantic." And in the future, say Soviet military theorists, the role of choke points in maritime

---

* A central position is of no avail if it affords no room to maneuver, and room to maneuver is what these maritime defiles will give the side that controls them. "The unquestioned advantages of the interior line of operations," as Helmuth von Moltke once wrote, "are valid only as long as you retain enough space to advance against one enemy..., gaining time to beat and pursue him, and then turn against the other.... If this space, however, is narrowed down to the extent that you cannot attack one enemy without running the risk of meeting the other who attacks you from the flank or rear, then the strategic advantage of interior lines turns into the tactical disadvantage of encirclement." According to the Soviet strategist A.A. Svechin (1878-1938), it is only when operations on interior lines are conducted "on a strategic scale"—by "successively shifting the center of gravity of one's efforts from one theater of military action to another"—that such a "strategic advantage" is gained. In the present instance the two theaters in question would be the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans.
war—including the passages into, and out of, the Arctic TVD—will be even more important:

Since warfare of the future...may take on a global scope, various types of naval forces will need to maneuver between ocean theaters of military action. The role of straits such as the Bering Strait, the Drake Passage, the straits of the Canadian Archipelago and others—which have almost never before been utilized in maritime warfare—will then be considerably enhanced.

Antiship missiles, modern mine weapons, long-range aviation, and advanced means of surface, subsurface and aerial surveillance have substantially increased the ability of navies to fight for straits, lay antisubmarine barriers, and impose blockades over enormous areas of sea and ocean theaters. Many regions never before regarded as narrows in the literal sense of the word may now become a zone of offensive blockade actions by combined armed forces cooperating closely at the operational and tactical levels.26

Almost certainly, then, the Soviets will attempt to impose a blockade of the Arctic Ocean’s gateways—probably at the outset of hostilities—aimed at barring additional enemy forces from access to the theater. As this passage also suggests, antisubmarine barriers will be instrumental in this blockade; and to judge from other Soviet sources, naval mines will play a key role in these antisubmarine barriers. “Much attention is being given today to the development of mine weapons,” began a recent article on mine warfare in the Soviet Navy’s professional journal, Morskoy sbornik. “Their role has especially increased in barrier and blockade actions.”27 And according to another Soviet article on mine warfare, “the conduct of warfare to gain command of the sea presupposes offensive minelaying to combat enemy naval forces, and above all else submarines.”28

The Soviets find mine warfare attractive for a number of reasons. On the one hand, mines “are simple, comparatively cheap to produce and use, yet highly reliable;”29 on the other, “countermeasures against them entail the mobilization of considerable forces and resources.”30 They can be laid “covertly, regardless of sea state, ice situation, and hydrological and meteorological conditions, both before and during the war.”31 They are “continuously ready for action over a long period,” and “require no maintenance after laying.”32 Even if the enemy no more than suspects the presence of a mine
danger, it will have "a powerful psychological effect" on him. Mines "can be covertly developed, tested, serially produced, and stockpiled," and "are relatively immune to obsolescence." In short, there is superior economy of force in the use of these weapons, for mines "will permit a considerable reduction in fleet striking forces [assigned to blockade duties], and in some areas their complete release and reassignment to other missions."

Although estimates of the size of the USSR's stockpile of naval mines vary considerably, it is believed to be the world's largest. It may well also be the world's most diversified, with deep-water acoustic rising mines, and underwater electric potential mines for use against submarines under ice. What is more, most of the Soviet Navy's warships, bombers, and submarines are fitted for minelaying missions, enabling the Soviets to employ their mines "massively at the war's outset," as their military doctrine prescribes, in all the choke points controlling access to the Arctic TVD, including the straits of the Canadian Archipelago.

A blockade of the theater's gateways will not only hinder enemy forces outside it from entering, but will also have a decisive effect on the forces already there. The "true aim" of the strategist, as Liddell Hart once wrote, "is not so much to seek battle as to seek a strategic situation so advantageous that if it does not of itself produce the decision, its continuation by a battle is sure to achieve this. In other words, dislocation is the aim of strategy; its sequel may be either the enemy's dissolution or his easier disruption in battle." By menacing or cutting off the enemy's line of retreat — and endangering his lines of supply — a blockade will produce this very dislocation. It will be, in essence, the maritime equivalent of Napoleon's manoeuvre sur les derrières, or "maneuver against the enemy's rear," whose object was to form "a strategic back-stop, or barrage..., a position offering natural obstacles..., a secure pivot from which to prepare a stranglehold for the enemy, whose instinctive tendency, when cut off from [his] line of retreat and supply, was to turn and flow back, usually in driblets, towards him."

* Four narrow passages control all inter-theater movements through the Canadian Archipelago: The Robeson Channel (18 n.mi. wide), the Lancaster Sound (38 n.mi. wide), the Fury and Hecla Strait (7 n.mi. wide), and the Cardigan Strait (6 n.mi. wide). The first two are between 200 and 500 meters deep; the last two less than 200.
In order to exploit the Arctic TVD's interior lines, however, the Soviets must do more than just keep enemy forces out: they must also ensure that their own forces—their submarines in particular—are able to leave. Specifically, they must:

- Prevent enemy submarines from mining, or patrolling, the exits from the theater
- Prevent enemy ASW surface ships and ASW aircraft from patrolling these exits
- Stave off enemy aerial minelaying efforts.

A Soviet mine blockade could accomplish only the first of these three tasks; the remainder will require air superiority as a necessary condition of their fulfillment. And just as command of the sea is "unthinkable" in Soviet eyes without command of the air, so too is command of the air inconceivable in a maritime theater—as long as the Soviet Navy has no fleet of aircraft carriers—without control of adjacent shores. "Thus, in the first period of the Great War for the Fatherland," writes Yu. Bystrov, "when the overall situation on the southern strategic axis was developing unfavorably for us, the Black Sea Fleet bore heavy losses, until the correlation of forces in the air on the land front changed radically in our favor. An analogous situation obtained in the Baltic and Northern Fleets." A recent Soviet assessment suggests where the "correlation of forces in the air" will have to be changed in the Arctic TVD today:

Much attention is being given [by NATO] to...Greenland and Iceland, which are "blocking" the way out from the Arctic to the Atlantic Ocean. Taking this circumstance into account, the U.S. and NATO commands have established a number of military bases on these islands.

Greenland is the world's largest island.... Most of it is covered by a glacier and is uninhabitable. Only a narrow strip of its rocky coast...is ice-free. On Greenland's western shore the U.S. command has built two air bases, including Thule, the largest [such base] in the Arctic....
Iceland, a small island nation, also plays the role of...an "unsinkable aircraft carrier".... The U.S. has a major air base at Keflavik, 50 km west of Reykjavik.... [T]he main task of American forces in this country is to operate the Greenland-Iceland-Norway antisubmarine barrier....

Norway is the USSR's northern neighbour.... Norway is in a favorable strategic position. From its territory the sea lanes connecting the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans can be controlled....

Strategists from the Pentagon have always considered...Alaska, which lies in the Soviet Union's immediate vicinity, to be an important staging area for launching aggression in this region. The French military journal Revue de Defense Nationale has called it "the Gibraltar, eyes and ears of the Arctic."46

Thus, Norway — all of it, not just its northern end* — Iceland, and parts of the eastern and western coastline of Greenland, perhaps along with the Faeroes, Shetlands, and Orkneys, are probably marked for seizure in the war's opening coup de main. So too, very likely, is the Arctic TVD's Pacific gateway, the Bering Strait, including its eastern pillar, Alaska’s Seward Peninsula, and nearby islands like Little Diomede and St. Lawrence. Of all these objectives, Norway has the strongest defenses, and consequently offers the greatest potential challenge to Soviet military planners. The possible shape of a Soviet attack on Norway therefore deserves more extended discussion.

The Conquest of Norway

Current plans for the defense of Norway rest on the assumption that the Soviets will in the first instance attack only the northern end of the country, and Norwegian defenses are organized accordingly. Most (almost 85 percent) of the Norwegian Army's small standing force is stationed in Norway's two northernmost fylker (counties) — Finnmark and Troms: a 500-man battalion in the Kirkenes area opposite the Soviet border; a 1,000-man battalion group in the Lakselv-Porsangmoen area; another battalion group at Harstad; a mechanized brigade in the Bardufoss area; and a company-sized unit in the

* South Norway forms not only the eastern hinge of the Greenland-Iceland-Norway "gap," but also the northern hinge of the Baltic Straits, and is therefore vital to the control of both.
Skibotn Valley. From the Lyngenfjorden to the Ofotfjorden torpedo batteries, mining stations and coastal artillery forts protect the seaward flank of these forces. As figure 2 will confirm, these dispositions are designed to repel an enemy main attack through the Finnish "wedge," while delaying secondary thrusts into Finnmark and warding off landings along the coast between Tromso and Narvik.\textsuperscript{48} When mobilization is ordered these troops will be reinforced not only by two reserve brigades assembled locally, but also by two additional brigades flown in from South Norway.\textsuperscript{49} Most of Norway's external reinforcements are likewise committed to,\textsuperscript{50} and conduct annual exercises in,\textsuperscript{51} North Norway.

A design that features a main effort in North Norway along these lines, however, is scarcely likely to appeal to Soviet General Staff planners for the simple but compelling reason that it has already been anticipated by the Norwegians. A thrust into North Norway would be met by an enemy firmly in position, his modest capabilities enhanced by the broken terrain, his will to resist stiffened by the predictability of Soviet behavior. And surely the Soviets are mindful, from their own experience in the Winter War with Finland, of "how rarely the possession of superior force offsets the disadvantage of attacking in the obvious way."\textsuperscript{52}

A main effort at the other end of Norway, in contrast, may offer much better prospects for success, and should be considered as a possible alternative. Here the climate and terrain, although far from ideal, are less forbidding, and the "operational capacity"\textsuperscript{*} by any measure greater. What is more, Norway's political and military nerve centers are here: the national capital, and near it the Norwegian Defense Command and Headquarters, Allied Forces Northern Europe (AFNORTH).

Above all, however, southern Norway is the "line of least expectation." For example, General Sir Anthony Farrar-Hockley, a former CINCNORTH, has written of its "relative inaccessibility to attack from Russia or other Warsaw Pact territory."\textsuperscript{54} This is an assessment manifest, indeed palpable, in the tiny standing force deployed in this region: an understrength infantry battalion (the King's Guard), a rifle company, a tank company, a field artillery battery, and a platoon of tanks at each major airfield.\textsuperscript{55} To the extent

\begin{itemize}
  \item The Soviets define the "operational capacity" (\textit{operativnaya emkost'}) of a given region as its "dimensions (width and depth), its geographic position..., its trafficability..., and the availability and condition of its roads, airfields and ports."\textsuperscript{55}
\end{itemize}
FIG. 2: THE DEFENSE OF NORWAY
that any threat to southern Norway is perceived at all, it is envisaged as
developing only after the Soviets have occupied Denmark by combined over-
land and amphibious invasion, giving this region, where ten of Norway’s
13 reserve brigades mobilize, ample time to prepare for a Soviet attack across
the Skagerrak.\textsuperscript{56}

Thus, the south of Norway may be vulnerable to the very kind of \textit{coup de
main} staged by the Germans 46 years ago against a Norwegian force also
composed mainly of reservists. Then as now, the combination of a small
standing force and a large reserve force\textsuperscript{57} served as an open invitation to an
attacker to forestall Norway’s mobilization. On 9 April 1940, six landing
detachments (fewer than 9,000 men all told) captured Norway’s capital and
chief ports, while elements of an air-landed battalion seized Oslo’s Fornebu
airport and a parachute company took Sola airfield at Stavanger. From these
airfields redeployed \textit{Luftwaffe} units were able eventually to play a key role in
frustrating Allied attempts to thwart the \textit{Wehrmacht}’s occupation of the rest
of the country. A similar airborne and seaborne \textit{coup de main} forced the capit-
ulation of Denmark on 9 April after only token resistance, giving the
Germans air and sea control of the Skagerrak, and securing their lines of com-
munication with Norway.\textsuperscript{58}

The Soviets have made a detailed study of \textit{Weseruebung} (as this oper-
ation was code-named), and the lessons they have drawn from it are of
considerable interest. According to the introduction to a 1977 Soviet book on
World War II in Scandinavia,

\begin{quote}
The \textit{Wehrmacht}’s operation against Denmark and Nor-
way...evokes the most contradictory interpretations in the
Western military and historical literature. Some specialists
qualify it as a reckless adventure, an operation completely at
odds with the canons of warfare, founded only on naked risk.
Others categorize it as a “brilliant” and highly instructive cam-
paign, believing that it “will always have a special place in the
history of war and arouse great interest.”\textsuperscript{59}
\end{quote}

As the conclusion to the book’s analysis of the operation makes plain, the
Soviets agree with the second group of specialists:

\begin{quote}
Operation \textit{Weseruebung} was an example and distinctive dem-
onstration of a carefully planned, resolutely executed combined
operation by three armed services. Here, for the first time in
the war, attempts were made to create a unified command
\end{quote}
under General [Nikolaus von] Falkenhorst, a representative of the Army. It is true that General [von] Falkenhorst failed to secure complete unity of command. He was...only "first among equals." The naval and air force commanders received orders directly from their service commanders-in-chief... But despite this, the different armed services cooperated during the operation almost without friction....

In addition, the maritime character of this beachhead and the area's difficult climatic and natural conditions required cooperation of a particularly precise and diverse form. Each armed service was compelled to perform several tasks simultaneously.... All this expanded and complicated the problems of cooperation. Despite a number of oversights, the German fascist command in the main succeeded in accomplishing such a difficult task as the cooperation of the different armed services....

In the Norwegian operation the air force emerged as an independent armed service, capable of carrying out major tasks. It was here that the German air force for the first time entered a head-to-head contest with superior forces of the British navy, and the experience showed that command of the air can under certain conditions compensate for a lack of surface ships. Here also efforts were made for the first time to substitute air lines of communication for sea lines of communication. This practice set a new direction in the art of war and revealed the great promise of transport aviation in landing operations.

Airborne forces were also utilized in new ways: not only did they perform a diversionary task as in Germany's attack on Poland, but they also effected the capture of airfields and some cities. Later on, the fascist German command was to make use of this experience in the conduct of larger-scale operations....

Thus, Operation Weseruebung was a distinctive demonstration of new methods of warfare made possible by the latest achievements of technology and by the rapid development of the newest armed services and of military thought as well.
A Soviet invasion of Denmark and Norway, then, may well bear a strong resemblance in most of its essentials to Operation Weseruebung. Like the Germans, the Soviets would rely heavily on speed, deception, precise timing and shock action to forestall the Danish and Norwegian mobilizations* and the arrival of assistance from the NATO allies. The main ports, air defense airfields, and naval bases in Denmark and southern Norway, the international airports serving Copenhagen, Oslo and Stavanger, and the principal NATO headquarters located in both countries would probably all be targets for capture in the opening stroke. (As figure 3 shows, many of these objectives are collocated.)

Tactically, a number of approaches might be used to secure these objectives. One alternative that deserves further study is suggested by the above assessment of Weseruebung and past Soviet practice. In this scheme the invasion would be spearheaded by airborne and seaborne assault teams conveyed to the landing areas by Soviet civilian means of transportation to disguise their approach. In the opening moves of the invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan, for example, the airports at Prague and Kabul were seized by spetsnaz teams flown in by Aeroflot,® which also has scheduled air service into Copenhagen, Oslo, and Stavanger.® An analogous ruse, with spetsnaz teams concealed aboard roll-on/roll-off (RO/RO) cargo ships, could be used to capture some or all of the ports and naval bases.® From these airheads and beachheads helicopter-borne assault groups could deploy to seize major mobilization centers. With the way thus cleared for a massive airlift and sealift, covered by fighters flying from the captured airfields, the buildup of occupation forces could begin.® These opening moves would be timed to coincide with overland advances into Finnmark, Troms, and Jutland, whose chief purpose would be to draw NATO’s attention away from the focus of main effort.

* Denmark, like Norway, is relying on an extensive mobilization system for its defense. Denmark’s reserves, however, are said to “lack appropriate training, equipment and supplies to engage enemy armored, amphibious or airborne units.”® Moreover, the standing forces available to the Commander, Allied Forces Baltic Approaches (COMBALTAP), who is responsible for the defense of Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein, are deployed primarily to meet a Warsaw Pact drive across the inter-German border,® leaving the vital northern Jutland area and the Danish islands virtually exposed to airborne and amphibious attack.
FIG. 3: POSSIBLE SOVIET OBJECTIVES IN NORWAY AND DENMARK
Another possible line of approach to Norway runs through southern Sweden, an alternative envisaged by some Soviet contingency plans in World War II, and proposed by some writers to account for the USSR's apparent interest in reconnoitering Swedish waters today. On the whole, however, this idea seems unattractive from the Soviet point of view. Although this approach may be the shortest route to southern Norway, it is also one the Swedes are expecting the Soviets to take, and are preparing their armed forces to meet. Thus, an attempt to use southern Sweden as an invasion route would quickly run into strong resistance, giving the Norwegians time to redeploy their forces to the threat axis.

From the Soviet perspective, indeed, it makes more sense to aim at persuading Sweden to stay out of the war altogether, an objective which is better served by her strategic encirclement (i.e., by the occupation of Denmark and Norway) than by moving on her directly. Even if the Soviets were convinced that occupation of Sweden would sooner or later be necessary, the surest way to dislocate Swedish resistance is to take this same indirect approach through Denmark and Norway.

ACHIEVING SURPRISE

Clearly no venture such as the one we have outlined will succeed without tactical, operational, and even strategic surprise. "But while the wish to achieve surprise is common and, indeed, indispensable," according to Clausewitz, "surprise can rarely be outstandingly successful. It would be a mistake, therefore, to regard surprise as a key element of success in war." In a sense, the historical record would seem to bear Clausewitz out. As a number of studies have shown, the veil of secrecy with which aggressor nations have tried to cloak their preparations for war has rarely proved to be completely impenetrable. And yet, as Richard Betts points out, "numerous and disparate cases reveal that attempts to achieve military surprise in the initial phase of war usually succeed." Surprise can be outstandingly successful,

* Perhaps not accidentally, the effect of the German conquest of Norway on Sweden's behavior in World War II has not escaped Soviet notice. "The appearance of Hitler's troops at the Swedish border led to a sharp change in neutral Sweden's domestic and foreign policy," states the official Soviet history of the war. "This country's ruling circles began to tilt toward the fascist Reich in their foreign policy, and allowed [German] freight and troops to pass through Swedish territory to the Narvik area and to Northern Finland."
even when the victim has had some warning, a fact of which the Soviets are well aware. There are at least two reasons for this, both of them rooted in the psychology of the victim, and both of which can be, and have been, exploited by aggressor nations in wartime.

Misperception

The first is that the victim's leaders either fail to recognize, or refuse to believe, information pointing to the enemy's intentions, not because of incompetence or treachery, but because the data do not comport with the "strategic assumptions" these leaders bring to bear in assessing the validity of the warnings. The solution is not to be found, unfortunately, in "just sticking to the facts," for the problem lies at the core of the cognitive process itself. "Facts can be interpreted, and indeed identified, only with the aid of hypotheses and theories," Robert Jervis has written. Decision makers tend more readily to recognize and accept as valid information that their preconceptions have conditioned them to expect, and more easily to misinterpret (or reject as irrelevant) all other data. This is why "the most effective deception measures are those designed to reinforce rather than change the victim's preconceptions."

The Soviets have a keen appreciation of how these cognitive verities can be turned to profit to mislead the enemy. According to a 1974 analysis of surprise attacks in World War II,

Both the Hitlerite and Japanese leaders held the view that they would probably be unable to completely conceal their preparations for aggression, and that it was therefore necessary at the very least to disorient the enemy as to the place, time and method [of their respective attacks], and to cause them to hesitate in making or adjusting their operational-strategic decisions. When planning the disinformation [of the enemy] the attacker exploited the enemy's biases and errors quite successfully in order to compel the latter to act along lines that benefitted the attacker. [For example, after the original operational plan for an attack against France and the Low Countries fell accidentally into Allied hands in January 1940] the German fascist leadership developed and carried out a whole series of deception measures...[whose] main aim was to reinforce the Anglo-French high command's conviction that the old...plan...remained unchanged—that is..., that the main attack would be delivered by the enveloping right wing [Army
Group B] through central Belgium [instead of by Army Group A through Luxembourg as in fact happened].

An effective deception thus "requires the execution of diverse...measures of disinformation...and the development of subtle logical constructs that take into account the 'consumer's' character and his wish to obtain particular important facts concerning the situation and actions of the opponent." The "consumer," as Soviet materials make clear, "is the person who must make a decision on the basis of intelligence information available to him.... The disinfomer therefore makes a thorough study not only of the [enemy's] means of reconnaissance and of his system of collecting, evaluating and presenting intelligence information to the military policy leadership, but also of the leaders and higher commanders themselves, on whom the final decision depends."

Of the "strategic assumptions" the West makes about Moscow's aims in the Arctic TVD, several would seem to be vulnerable to manipulation: preconceptions about the nature and scope of Soviet objectives, and about how, where and when the Soviets would strike to attain them. The importance of the theater as a defensive bastion for Soviet strategic submarines is by now universally recognized; but the implications of Soviet control of this classic Mahanian central position for the offensive employment of the Soviet Navy's general-purpose submarines in adjacent theaters have gone largely unnoticed. As a consequence, what is poorly understood is the importance and economy of force inherent in (and resulting from) the seizure and blockade of the choke points controlling access to and egress from the Arctic TVD. Another assumption, again, is that the principal threat to Norway issues from the Kola peninsula, making northern Norway an excellent choice not for the main attack but for a diversion to cover a move into the country through the southern "back door," which at this writing may well be vulnerable to the type of forcible entry hypothesized in the foregoing pages. The list of such manipulatable assumptions, unfortunately, can be extended.

**Indecision**

The second reason attempts to achieve surprise usually succeed is the victim's fear that military response to warning "may worsen the crisis and decrease the chances of avoiding war." This concern often produces a tendency to see evidence of enemy preparations to attack "as a bluff designed for diplomatic coercion," a tendency that the enemy can reinforce by conducting a series of alerts and stand-downs (or exercises) to dull the victim's vigilance.
When the blow finally falls, the victim is off guard, and his army maldeployed and unready for war. Indeed, history teaches that it is more often the aggressor, not the victim, who profits from a prolonged period of tension to prepare himself for war, another lesson the Soviets seem keenly aware of. Witness the following assessment of the negotiations between Germany, Poland, France and Britain during the Danzig crisis immediately before the outbreak of World War II:

During these negotiations the Nazi government fostered in every possible way the illusion of the Polish, French, and British governments that the disagreements that had arisen could be resolved peacefully.

The Polish government, observing the gradual amassing of German armed forces on its borders, faced a dilemma...: would fascist Germany launch an armed attack on the country, or would it confine itself merely to threats of attack in order to obtain certain political or territorial concessions? And what should [Poland] do: mobilize its own armed forces—which might aggravate the situation even further—or hold off mobilizing until the diplomatic negotiations ended [i.e., failed]? While the Polish leaders...wavered, the Nazi leadership, which was firmly bent on attacking Poland, completed the mobilization and deployment of its own armed forces and chose a suitable moment to pounce on its victim...^3^4

Since the late 1940s, the USSR has waged a relentless diplomatic campaign against efforts by the Scandinavian countries, and Norway in particular, to improve their defense posture. Moscow strongly protested Norway’s decision to join NATO in 1949; her consent to the location of AFNORTH headquarters in Norway in 1951; her acceptance of West German liaison officers at this facility in 1959; her participation in biennial NATO exercises in North Norway since the early 1960s; and her prepositioning agreements with various Allied governments since the late 1970s.^3^5

Norway has responded to this relentless diplomatic pressure with its own Nordpolitik, which the Norwegians liken to Willy Brandt’s Ostpolitik, and which incorporates an element of “reassurance” to go with the measures of “insurance” Moscow finds so objectionable. In 1949 a Norwegian diplomatic
note pledged that Norway would not "open bases for the military forces of foreign powers on Norwegian territory as long as Norway is not attacked or exposed to threats of attack." In 1957, another Norwegian note extended this pledge to cover nuclear weapons as well. In 1978, Oslo curtailed planned West German participation in exercises in North Norway. In 1980, the Norwegian government decided that the U.S. Marine Amphibious Brigade's heavy equipment should be prestocked not in Troms, as the Army had recommended, but considerably farther to the south around Trondheim. Allied military aircraft may not fly in Norwegian airspace east of the 24th meridian, and analogous restrictions apply to Allied warships operating in Norwegian territorial waters. Finally, Oslo allows no Allied maneuvers in Finnmark, which borders on the USSR, gives notice of NATO maneuvers anywhere else in Norway, and regularly invites Warsaw Pact observers to witness them.

Throughout this difficult balancing effort, Norway has sought to show that her will to defend her territory remains undimmed. (To compensate for its decision to prestock the Marine Amphibious Brigade's equipment in the Trondheim area, for example, the Norwegian government has decided to prestock heavy equipment for an additional mobilization brigade in Troms county.) Nevertheless, during a period of severe East-West tension the Soviets may hope to exploit the Nordpolitik's element of "reassurance," and try through threatening words and gestures to effect the paralysis of Norway's political leadership, delay her decision to mobilize, and achieve the necessary conditions for a coup de main in the south.
"We are accustomed," Sir Julian Corbett once wrote, "to speak of naval strategy and military strategy as though they were distinct branches of knowledge which had no common ground.... [But] embracing them both is a larger strategy [that] regards the fleet and army as one weapon, which coordinates their action, and indicates the lines on which each must move to realize the full power of both."^92 Like Corbett, the Soviets understand that a campaign in the Arctic TVD will not be the Navy's alone to fight. It will involve not just that service, but its sisters as well, in a series of coordinated moves on land and at sea in order to win "strategic command of the sea," or mastery of the entire theater.

The strategic aims of this enterprise will be both defensive and offensive. On the one hand the Soviets will seek to protect their sea-based strategic reserve and its supporting infrastructure against enemy attack; on the other hand, they will seek to exploit the theater's central position in the Northern Hemisphere for offensive action in the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans.

The campaign will include operations not just to destroy enemy naval forces in the theater, but to seize and blockade its gateways, and to capture areas ashore that are crucial to gaining mastery of the theater's airspace.

For most of these measures to succeed, the Soviets will probably have to carry them out largely unopposed at the outset of the war, even if seizing the initiative entails initiating the hostilities. Seizing the initiative, in turn, will hinge critically on achieving surprise. It would be a cardinal error, however, to suppose that modern means of surveillance and detection have made the surprise attack somehow obsolete, or great deceptions no longer feasible. For surprise "is primarily a behavioral problem,"^93 not a technical one: The reasons for surprise are rooted more in the psychology of the victim than in his means of providing warning of attack. "It is often said," wrote Liddell Hart in 1935, "that the development of air observation and, more recently, of wireless interception, have made surprise impossible. I believe this view to be a fallacy. Air observation may be a check on the cruder forms of surprise, but it is an incentive to the more subtle—to deceiving the enemy's eyes so that the more trust he reposes on what they tell him, the more readily they can be made to mislead him. So also with wireless interception the one practical answer lies in wireless deception."^94 Every one of these words was borne out in the Second World War, and they remain valid today.
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